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Abstract: This work presents a novel strategy to decipher fragments of Egyptian cartouches
identifying the hieroglyphs of which they are composed. A cartouche is a drawing, usually inside an
oval, that encloses a group of hieroglyphs representing the name of a monarch. Aiming to identify
these drawings, the proposed method is based on several techniques frequently used in computer
vision and consists of three main stages: first, a picture of the cartouche is taken as input and its
contour is localized. In the second stage, each hieroglyph is individually extracted and identified.
Finally, the cartouche is interpreted: the sequence of the hieroglyphs is established according to a
previously generated benchmark. This sequence corresponds to the name of the king. Although this
method was initially conceived to deal with both high and low relief writing in stone, it can be also
applied to painted hieroglyphs. This approach is not affected by variable lighting conditions, or the
intensity and the completeness of the objects. This proposal has been tested on images obtained from
the Abydos King List and other Egyptian monuments and archaeological excavations. The promising
results give new possibilities to recognize hieroglyphs, opening a new way to decipher longer texts
and inscriptions, being particularly useful in museums and Egyptian environments. Additionally,
devices used for acquiring visual information from cartouches (i.e., smartphones), can be part of
a navigation system for museums where users are located in indoor environments by means of
the combination of WiFi Positioning Systems (WPS) and depth cameras, as unveiled at the end of
the document.
Keywords: Egyptian hieroglyphs; edge detection; region identification; object recognition
1. Introduction
Egyptian writing is complex and is based on more than 800 characters, named hieroglyphs.
They were initially considered pictograms representing words, but Champollion deciphered the
writing system and discovered that in fact, they are characters. Although most of hieroglyphs are
sounds composed of one, two or three phonemes, some of them are pictograms [1]. The name of the
monarchs, named pharaohs, was composed of a box with usually rounded corners, called cartouche,
and a word inside. This word usually can be translated as a phrase, e.g., Tutankhamen would be
“Living image of god Amen”.
During the last decades, the advancements in the field of computer vision have facilitated the study
of ancient writing systems, especially regarding the automatic recognition of characters. For instance,
several methods have been developed to detect edges and recognize objects [2–4]. With respect
to the Egyptian writing system, several authors have studied the hieroglyph detection problem.
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The difference between the intensity values of the hieroglyphs and the rest of the surface is used in [5]
to extract hieroglyphs. Shape descriptors are used for hieroglyph retrieval purposes in [6,7]. The shape
context descriptor proposed by [8] takes as input a finite set of n points, which represent the contours of
a given shape, and describes it as a set of n histograms. With these histograms, the difference between
a pixel in one contour and the rest of the pixels in the other contour is evaluated. Locating the minor
difference between the pixels of the first contour and the second, the global difference between the two
contours is evaluated. This descriptor is used to obtain Mayan hieroglyphs in [6]. The main limitation
of this method is to consider that hieroglyphs are complete. It would be more effective if edges could
be entirely extracted. However, in some cases, ancient texts are not well preserved and these defects
are reflected as noise in the images. An evaluation of the performance of three shape-based contextual
descriptors (Shape Context—SC, Generalized Shape Context—GSC, and Histogram of Orientation
Shape-Context—HOOSC) using two datasets of syllabic Maya hieroglyphs is presented in [7]. SC and
GSC proved to generate reliable descriptions of Maya hieroglyphs whereas HOOSC proved to be more
robust. According to these studies, hieroglyphs may be extracted and a shape descriptor applied to
obtain each character. Other recent works are focused on the identification of handwritten hieroglyphic
transcriptions drawn in plain (i.e., black or white) backgrounds and are based on text mining and
natural language processing techniques [9,10]. Nevertheless, hieroglyphic texts encoding has been
reported to be time-consuming.
In order to solve the above-mentioned problems, other strategies have been proposed. It was
initially considered extracting the hieroglyphs using a conversion to grey scale and applying a threshold
and the Hu moments [11–13]. It could be a right method if the color of the hieroglyphs was different.
However, the hieroglyphs have the same color than other parts of the cartouche and the extraction
process becomes difficult. Secondly, it was tried to use a strategy of regions by frontier based on the
gradient, the Laplacian and the Hu moments [2]. To use this proposal the edges were detected using
Sobel, Canny and Susan methods [2,14,15]. The problem with this another method is that sometimes
there is noise or edges that are not well defined. Figure 1 shows examples of application of the methods
evaluated on the images used in this work. The Generic Hough Transform (GHT) is a well-known
method that can be used to obtain a concrete object using its edge [16]. However, the main drawback is
that it only considers the points that exactly match with the model. If there is a big difference between
the points of the edge and the edge of the image, it returns non-valid results as one can see in Figure 1f.
The hieroglyph represented in Figure 1a was not properly detected because there are no perfect circles
in the image. The curvature and structural salience method tries to extract the regions with special
interest [17]. This method was tested on edges of cartouches for extracting the hieroglyphs, but the
results were similar to apply a threshold to the edges as can be seen in Figure 1g.
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Figure 1. (a) Original image; (b) Monochrome image; (c) Sobel edge detection; (d) regions by frontier; 
(e) SUSAN algorithm; (f) Circle Hough Transform to obtain most-probable circles; (g) curvature 
salience after 20 iterations. 
Other methods as Statistical Shape Models (SSM), Active Shape Models (ASM), and Active 
Appearance Models (AAM) are used to find objects with a similar shape using key points or 
landmarks and the textures between these landmarks [18,19]. These methods work better when there 
is a clear difference between the object and the rest of the image. In this work, the hieroglyphs have 
the same color than the rest of the cartouche, and the edges are very soft. Figure 2a,b shows an 
Figure 1. (a) Original image; (b) Monochrome image; (c) Sobel edge detection; (d) regions by frontier;
(e) SUSAN algorithm; (f) Circle Hough Transform to obtain most-probable circles; (g) curvature salience
after 20 iterations.
Other methods as Statistical Shape Models (SSM), Active Shape Models (ASM), and Active
Appearance Models (AAM) are used to find objects with a similar shape using key points or landmarks
and the textures between these landmarks [18,19]. These methods work better when there is a clear
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difference between the object and the rest of the image. In this work, the hieroglyphs have the same
color than the rest of the cartouche, and the edges are very soft. Figure 2a,b shows an example of
AAM method. Other approach implements a skeleton search using a Skeletal Shape Model for object
segmentation and recognition that works directly on real images [20]. A fragment-based generative
model for shape that is capable of generating a wide variation of shapes as instances of a given object
category is proposed. It develops a progressive selection mechanism to search among the generated
shapes for the category instances that are present in the image. This method seems to be robust against
spurious edges, missing edges, and accidental alignment between the image edges and the shape
boundary contour. The segmentation of the object using global holistic properties of object shape is
proposed in [21]. Concretely, it proposes a figure/ground segmentation method for extraction of image
regions that resemble the global properties of a model boundary structure and are perceptually salient.
Its shape representation, called the chordiogram, is based on geometric relationships of object boundary
edges, but this work takes into account the perceptual saliency in favor of coherent regions distinct
from the background. A new weighting function, which helps constructing words representations for
detection of Maya hieroglyphs is introduced in [22]. This weighting function depends on the ratio of
intersection of the local descriptors, and their respective distances to the center of the bounding box
that is under evaluation. The Active Contours Algorithm was also tested in order to detect the edges
of the Egyptian cartouches used in this work [23,24]. Figure 2c–e shows an example. Its performance
was not suitable in terms of time.
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bronze, etc. Hieroglyphs were even painted.  
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Figure 2. (a,b) AAM method applied to hieroglyph images; Active Contour Algorithm applied to
obtain the edge of the Egyptian hieroglyphs (c) initially; (d) after 1000 iterations; (e) Active Contour
Algorithm applied to obtain the edge of the Egyptian cartouche after 300 iterations.
Aiming to deal with the above-mentioned limitations, this work presents a new method to
recognize Egyptian cartouches based on several computer vision techniques. This paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 describes the approach developed for hieroglyphs interpretation: firstly, the
localization of the cartouche in the initial picture is carried out; next, the hieroglyphs are extracted and
identified; and lastly, the symbols are interpreted. Section 3 analyses the performance of the proposed
method. Finally, Section 4 presents the conclusions and future work.
2. Overview of the Proposed Method to Interpret Hieroglyphs
This section illustrates the strategy developed to localize and recognize the objects of interest in
the image (i.e., hieroglyphs). As previously mentioned, this approach is based on different techniques
used in computer vision and consists in the following three stages: (1) localization of the object
(i.e., the cartouche) in the image and deletion of object’s contour; (2) extraction of regions of interest
(ROIs), which are the hieroglyphs; (3) recognition of cartouches considering the identification of each
hieroglyph. Figure 3 shows the described process. First of all, it is worth mentioning some factors that
should be considered for an automatic visual analysis and interpretation of the Egyptian writing:
1. Texts were written to be read from the left to the right or from the right to the left.
2. Egyptian scribes were able to write in different materials: stone, wood, faience, papyrus, gold,
bronze, etc. Hieroglyphs were even painted.
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3. Differences between hieroglyphs in different texts or materials are not remarkable, as a similar
model was used.
4. Texts were written in both low-relief and high-relief art. In low-relief, hieroglyphs were incised in
the stone. In high-relief, the rest of the cartouche was incised.
5. Most texts preserved until the present day have suffered the effects of time, exposure and
even vandalism.
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the cartouche is localized, the process deletes the contour. In the following, the mentioned localization 
steps are detailed: 
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using the luma, in-phase, quadrature (YIQ) color space as illustrated in Equation (1). Note that this 
system is usually employed in color image processing transformations [2]. 
Figure 3. The proposed ap roach consists of thre stages.
Although the presented approach has been designed to be applied to cartouches written in stone,
it can be also employed for painted hieroglyphs. Besides, it can be used for low-relief or high-relief
writing. The state of preservation of the material (usually stone) as well as missing parts have an
important effect in the final result. Thus, images can be noisy or intermediate results, like extracted
contours, can correspond to incomplete hieroglyphs, making the recognition process more complicated.
Figure 4 shows a set of images used in this work.
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Figure 4. A set of cartouches from the Abydos King List: (a) Djedefre; (b) Menes; (c) Shepseskaf;
(d) Neferkara I; (e) Mentuhotep II; (f) Raneb; (g) Sneferu; (h) Khafra; (i) Semerkhet; (j) Userkare;
(k) Djoser; (l) Sekhemkhet.
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2.1. Localization of Cartouches in Images
The localization process consists of seven steps where various image processing techniques are
used. The main challenge of this stage is to localize the contour of each cartouche in the image.
Once the cartouche is localized, the process deletes the contour. In the following, the mentioned
localization steps are detailed:
Step 1. The input image, shown in Figure 5a, is transformed from RGB to grayscale (Figure 5b),
using the luma, in-phase, quadrature (YIQ) color space as illustrated in Equation (1). Note that this
system is usually employed in color image processing transformations [2].
Y = 0.299 · R + 0.587 · G + 0.114 · B (1)
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Step 5. If an image contains a rotated cartouche, as exemplified in Figure 6a, an alignment process 
is optionally performed to place their main directions parallel to the vertical and horizontal axes 
(Figure 6b). Following the procedure to detect lines in picture presented by [27], the longest line of 
the cartouche’s edge is obtained, as well as its orientation. 
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Figure 6. (a) Original image; (b) Longest border of the cartouche; (c) Cartouche after orientation 
correction; (d) Recognition of the cartouche borders; (e) Extraction of the regions of interest.  
Step 6. In order to extract the hieroglyphs of the image, a search of the four corners of the 
cartouche is accomplished. A further explanation of this technique can be found in Step 8, as this is 
also applied to identify hieroglyphs. The image is reduced to a maximum width, keeping the aspect 
rate. 
Step 7. Once the limits of the cartouche are calculated, each Region of Interest (ROI) will be 
extracted. In this work, each ROI corresponds to a hieroglyph and is always located within a 
cartouche in the image. Figures 6d,e shows the recognition of the cartouche borders and the ROI 
extraction process, respectively. Differences between hieroglyphs and cartouches are not remarkable 
because a similar model was used by Egyptian scribes. The ROI extraction process is described in 
Figure 5. (a) Original image; (b) grayscale image; (c) median filter; (d) Canny edges; (e) threshold
ISODATA inverted.
Step 2. A median filter and a morphological erosion are applied. These filters are used to remove
the noise without reducing the edges. Figure 5c presents the result of these operations.
Step 3. A Canny edge detector is applied to obtain the edges of the image [25] (see Figure 5d),
being this one of the most powerful edge-detection methods.
Step 4. The Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis Technique (ISODATA) threshold is used
to detect the most important edges, as illustrated in Figure 5e [26]. The objective is to split
non-homogeneous regions into two sub-regions (objects and background) as follows:
(a) A threshold T is set to a random value
(b) The image is binarized using T
(c) The mean values µ1, µ2 of the two sub-regions (objects and background) generated with T are
obtained. µ1 is the mean value of all values under or equal to T. µ2 is the mean value of all values
abov T
(d) A n w threshold is calculated as T = (µ1 + µ2)/2
(e) Repeat steps (b) to (d) until T stops changing its value.
Step 5. If an i age contains a rotat d c rtouche, as exemplified in Figure 6a, an alignment proces
is optionally performed to place their main directions parallel to the vertical and horizontal axes
(Figure 6b). Following the procedure to detect lines in picture presented by [27], the longest line of the
cartouche’s edge is obtained, as w ll s its orientation.
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Figure 6. (a) Original image; (b) Longest border of the cartouche; (c) Cartouche after orientation
correction; (d) Recognition of the cartouche borders; (e) Extraction of the regions of interest.
Step 6. In order to extract the hieroglyphs of the image, a search of the four corners of the cartouche
is accomplished. A further explanation of this technique can be found in Step 8, as this is also applied
to identify hieroglyphs. The image is reduced to a maximum width, keeping the aspect rate.
Step 7. Once the limits of the cartouche are calculated, each Region of Interest (ROI) will be
extracted. In this work, each ROI corresponds to a hieroglyph and is always located within a cartouche
in the image. Figure 6d,e shows the recognition of the cartouche borders and the ROI extraction
process, respectively. Differences between hieroglyphs and cartouches are not remarkable because a
similar model was used by Egyptian scribes. The ROI extraction process is described in Section 2.2.
As a summary, Figure 7 shows a scheme of the object localization process described in this section.
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2.2. Extraction and Identification of iero l s
t this point, the cartouche has been localized and the hieroglyphs wi l be individua ly extracted
and i entified. During the identification proce s, Chamfer [28] and ausdor f [29] istances a e
bee calc late bet ee airs of objects (one extracte by our algorith fro an i age and the other
co ing fr t s ).
n one an , ha fer istance is calc lated by eans of the s of t e i i ista ce for
each point of the e ge of an ject i t f t t er e f j ct . fer ista ce
consi ers a l the oi ts f t e fir t j t f t i i :
dC(A, B) = ∑
a∈A
minb∈B‖a− b‖ (2)
On th other hand, Hausdorff distance is different because it only co siders the greatest f all the
di tances from each point in the contour of object A to the closest point in the contour of obj ct B. It
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is obtained as in Equation (3); firstly, calculating the minimal distance for each point of one edge to
another edge and finally, selecting the maximum of them:
dH(A, B) = maxa∈A[minb∈B‖a− b‖] (3)
Table 1 shows the results of Chamfer and Hausdorff distances once compared the hieroglyph in
Figure 8a to the three hieroglyphs in Figure 8b–d. One can observe that lower distances, and therefore
a better matching, are achieved for the hieroglyph in Figure 8d. Following the technique previously
mentioned, an approximation to the Euclidean distance using Chamfer method is used. The extraction
and identification of each hieroglyph is carried out by means of the following steps.
Table 1. Results of comparing Chamfer and Hausdorff distances.
Hierogyphs Compared Chamfer Distance Hausdorff Distance
A-B 36888 (1) 75 (0.52)
A-C 21485 (0.58) 144 (1)
A-D 16069 (0.43) 35 (0.24)
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Figure 8. (a) Hieroglyph from a database to be used as a reference; (b–d) Hieroglyphs extracted from
several cartouches; (e–g) Overlapped images.
Step 8. First, the width of the hieroglyph is considered to be 8/10 of the width of the image,
keeping the aspect rate. A hieroglyph is extracted when at least T% of the points of the hieroglyph’s
contour satisfy that:
(a) The Chamfer distance between each point of the hieroglyph’s contour (ph) and each point of the
cartouche’s contou (pc) is lower than d. d is set to 3 pixels for a cartouche of 100 pixels width.
Figure 9, if the hi roglyph’s contour is marke in orange and the cartouche’s contour one is
lored in blue, distan e between ph(2,3) and image is 2 because pc(3,1) and pc(4,2) are
the closes points of the cartouche, and the distanc to them is 2. The minimum distance from
ph(2,6) to t car ou he is higher than 3 because the clo est points ar pc(5,3), pc(5,4) and pc(5,5).
To calculate t e distance it can be used a convolution mask over the central point, and it will be
increased each iteration
(b) The angle of the contour line in pc minus the angle of the contour line in ph is less than Max_Angle.
The contours have been obtained by using the Canny algorithm, which produces non-maximum
suppression (the width of the contour is 1 pixel), so the contours that include pc and ph have
1 pixel width. Max_Angle is calculated as in (4):
Max_Angle = (100− T) ·
pi
2
100
(4)
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Figure 9. Distance between points Ph (a) and points Pc (b).
The angle φ of a point respect to their neighboring points is obtained as in (5) where A is the
number of pixels in the region, xi are the x positions with pixels, and yi are the y positions with pixels.
The gradient of a point is not used in this proposal because the gradient gives the angle change of a
point in a segment:
Sx = ∑ xiSy ; Sy = ∑ yi
Sxx = ∑ xi2Syy ; Syy = ∑ yi2 ; Sxy = ∑ xiyi
Mxx = Sxx − Sx2A ; Myy = Syy −
Sy2
A ; Mxy = Sxy −
Sx ·Sy
A
φ = tan−1
[
Mxx−Myy+
√
(Mxx−Myy)2+4·Mxy2
2·Mxy
] (5)
If a point pc satisfied (a) and (b), Pc is assigned to ph, and ph is assigned to pc. If a cartouche’s point
(pck) has been assigned to a hieroglyph’s point (phk) then pck is not used again in the process.
The processed region is identified as a hieroglyph if it is satisfied the T percentage of the points
assigned to the image and the number of continue lines that compose the contour assigned to the
image (i.e., pc points that have been linked to ph) is lower than L (L = 20 in this work). This restriction
prevents from some detected cases where noise provoke errors in detection.
Step 9. The size of the region is reduced in R pixels (R = 2 pixels in this work) and the step 8 is
repeated in order to find the same region in the image. See the two bread bun shape hieroglyphs at
the bottom of Figure 6e. The region’s size is reduced until its size is less than a percentage Q of the
cartouche’s width (concretely Q = 33).
Step 10. If there are candidates to be labeled as hieroglyphs, the object with more coincidences is
the accepted, i.e., the object with highest number of assigned points.
Step 11. Once all the candidates have been identified, a new searching process is launched to
detect possible small hieroglyphs contained by bigger ones. To do this, it is checked if there are two
objects sharing an area of at least 33%. In this case, the smaller object is rejected. This overlapping
is calculated by considering each object as a box that contains the object itself, being this limited by
the detected edges. As a summary, Figure 10 shows a scheme of the hieroglyphs extraction process
described in this section.
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Figure 10. Scheme of the ROI extraction process.
2.3. Interpretation of Cartouches
After analyzing the contents of the evaluated cartouche, a list of hieroglyphs with their positions
is delivered. According to the procedures about Egyptian writing interpretation presented at the
beginning of this section (i.e., studying the image from top to bottom and from left to right),
the sequence of the hieroglyphs is read (see Figure 11).
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Note that ancient Egyptian texts can be also written from right to left, so this option is also
considered. The list of labeled hieroglyphs obtained in the previous steps are analyzed to figure out the
name of the represented monarch. As these symbols can be read from left to right or vice versa, several
combinations should be considered. Aiming to arrange the symbols in a proper manner and obtain a
coherent result (i.e., name and dynasty), Levenshtein distance is calculated for each group of symbols.
Levenshtein distance is a string metric used to measure the difference between two text sequences
s = s1s2s3 . . . sn and t = t1t2t3 . . . tm, e.g., the distance between two words is the minimum number of
single-character edits (i.e., additions, subtractions or substitutions) required to change one word into
the other [30]. In this work, each hieroglyph corresponds to a character in the string, e.g., the distance
between RA-MN-PHTY-T-T (Ramesses I), and RA-MN-HPR (Thutmose III) is 3 (one substitution and
two additions). The Levenshtein distance for each name is calculated as in Equation (6), and the name
with minor value is returned:
ds,t(i, j) =

max(i, j) if min(i, j) = 0
min

ds,t(i− 1, j) + 1
ds,t(i, j− 1) + 1
ds,t(i− 1, j− 1) + Is,t(i 6= j)
otherwise
(6)
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where ds,t(i, j) is the distance between the first hieroglyph i of the text sequence s and the first
hieroglyph j of the string t; and I(i 6= j) is the indicator function (equal to 0 when i = j and equal to
1 otherwise). The first expression in the bracket after min corresponds to subtraction, the second one to
addition and the third one to matching (if the respective hieroglyphs are similar).
Figure 12 shows a set of hieroglyphs and their equivalent phonetic transliteration, as generated
by [1]. Bearing this table in mind and considering the symbols obtained by our algorithm, from
Figure 11 the following sequence is obtained: RA (Circle), MN (Senet board), PHTY (Leopard head),
T (Bread bun), T (Bread bun). The name of the king is RA-MN-PHTY-T-T (Ramesses I).
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3. Results
This section presents the results obtained by the method presented in the previous section. Aiming
to test our system, 261 images of cartouches were used: 76 images obtained from the Abydos King
List, 109 images selected from the dataset in [5], and 76 images from other Egyptian monuments and
archaeological excavations. The Abydos King List, also known as the Abydos Table, is a list of the
names of seventy-six kings of Ancient Egypt.
Although it was found on a wall in the Temple of Seti I at Abydos (Egypt), the table is currently
exhibited at the British Museum in London (UK). The dataset of [5] was built from ten pictures of
the hieroglyphs found in texts covering the walls of the burial chambers of the Pyramid of Unas at
Saqqara (Egypt).The proposed approach has been tested using 1785 hieroglyphs corresponding to the
processed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition process, 743 hieroglyphs from
the Gardiner’s sign list [1] were used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the evaluated
cartouches, containing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, and royal
name and dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, corresponding to these cartouches,
are shown in Table 3.
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Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes.
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Djed-f-ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty) 
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Mn-kheper-ra Thutmose III (XVIII Dynasty) 
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Nb-maat-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dynasty) 
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Mn-peht-y-ra Ramesses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Intermediate and final visual results of six images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Ramesses I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs 
identification 
      
Corresponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of errors and standard deviations for the processed 
images. Because of the differences during the acquisition process and for comparative purposes, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph Dataset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for comparative purposes, results obtained after each of the three 
stages of the process are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
T-t-i Sekhemkhet (III Dynasty)
22
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Saqqara (Egypt).The proposed approach has been tested using 1785 hieroglyphs corresponding to 
the processed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition process, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’s sign list [1] were used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name and dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, corresponding to these 
cartouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sekhemkhet (III Dynasty) 
22 
 
Djed-f-ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty) 
70 
 
Mn-kheper-ra Thutmose III (XVIII Dynasty) 
72 
 
Mn-kheper-u-ra Thutmose IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb-maat-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Ramesses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Inter ediate and final visual results of six images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Ramesses I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs 
identification 
      
Corresponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of errors and standard deviations for the processed 
images. Because of the differences during the acquisition process and for comparative purposes, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph Dataset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for comparative purposes, results obtained after each of the three 
stages of the process are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
Djed-f-ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty)
70
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Saqqara (Egypt).The proposed pproach has been tested using 1785 hieroglyphs corresponding to 
the processed cartouches. For the validation of the hier glyph recognition process, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’s sign lis  [1] were u ed. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name and dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, corresponding to these 
cartouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sekhemkhet (III Dynasty) 
22 
 
Djed-f-ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty) 
70 
 
Mn-kheper-ra Thutmose III (XVIII Dynasty) 
72 
 
Mn-kheper-u-ra Thutmose IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb-maat-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Ramesses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Inter ediate and final visual results of six images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djed fre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Ramesses I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs 
identification 
      
Corresponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the av rag d percentage of error  and standard deviations for the processed 
images. Because of the differences during the acquisition process and for comparative purposes, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hier glyph Dataset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for comparative purposes, results obtained after each of the three 
stages of the process are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
Mn-kheper-ra Thutmose III (XVIII Dynasty)
72
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Saqqara (Egypt).The propos d approa h has b en tested using 1785 hieroglyphs corresponding to 
the processed cartouches. For the v lid tion of the hieroglyph recogni ion process, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’s sign list [1] w re used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name and dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, orresponding to these 
cartouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sekhemkhet (III Dynasty) 
22 
 
Djed-f-ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty) 
70 
 
Mn-kheper-ra Thutmose III (XVIII Dynasty) 
72 
 
Mn-kheper-u-ra hutmose IV (XVIII Dy asty) 
73 
 
Nb-maat-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Ramesses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Intermediate and final visual res lts f six images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Ramesses I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs 
identification 
      
Corresponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the ave aged percentage of rrors and standard de iations for the processed 
images. Because of the differences during th  acquisition process nd for comparative purposes, 
results obtained with images from he Abydos King List nd the Egyptia  Hieroglyph Dataset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for comparative purposes, results obtained after each of the three 
stages of the process are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
Mn-kheper-u-ra Thutmose IV (XVIII Dynasty)
73
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Saqqara (Egypt).The proposed approach has been tested us  1785 hie oglyphs corresponding to 
the processed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition process, 743 h eroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’s sign list [1] wer  used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name and dynasty of the king. Intermediate nd final visual results, corresp nding to th se 
cartouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Ta le 2. List of selected cartouches for visualiz tion purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sekhemkhet (III Dynasty) 
22 
 
Djed-f-ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty) 
70 
 
Mn-kheper-ra Thutmose III (XVIII Dynasty) 
72 
 
Mn-kheper-u-ra Thutmose IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb-maat-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Ramesses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Int rmediat  and final visual results f six images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Ramesses I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs 
identification 
      
Corresponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the aver ged percentag  of errors and standard deviations for the proce sed 
images. Because of the differences during the acquisition process and for co parative purposes, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph D aset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for comparative purposes, results obtained after each of the three 
stages of the process are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
Nb-m at-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dynasty)
75
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Saqqara (Egypt).The proposed approach has been tested us  1785 hie oglyphs corresponding to 
the processed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition process, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’s sign list [1] wer  used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name and dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, corresponding to these 
cartouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches f r visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sekhemkhet (III Dynasty) 
22 
 
Djed-f-ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty) 
70 
 
Mn-kheper-ra Thutmose III (XVIII Dynasty) 
72 
 
Mn-kheper-u-ra Thutmos  IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb-maat-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Ramesses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Intermediate and final visual results of six images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Ramesses I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs 
identification 
      
Corresponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the aver ged percentag  of errors and standard deviations for the proce sed 
images. Because of the differences during the acquisition process and for comparative purposes, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph D aset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for comparative purposes, results obtained after each of the three 
stages of the process are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
Mn-peht-y-ra R messes I (XIX Dynasty)
Table 3. Intermediate and final visual results of six images.
Sekhemkhet Djedefre ThutmoseIII
Thutmose
IV
Amenhotep
III Ramesses I
Original
picture
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Saqqara (Egypt).The proposed approach has been tested using 1785 hieroglyphs corresponding to 
the processed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition process, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’s sign list [1] were used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inv ntory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name and dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, corresponding to these 
car ouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sekhemkhet (I  Dynasty) 
22 
 
Djed-f-ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty) 
70 
 
Mn-kheper-ra Thutmose III (XVIII Dynasty) 
72 
 
Mn-kheper-u-ra Thutmose IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb-maat-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Ramesses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Tabl  3. Intermediate and final visual results of six images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Ramesses I 
riginal 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs 
identification 
      
Corresponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of errors and standard deviations for the processed 
images. Because of the differences during the acquisition process and for comparative purposes, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph Dataset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for comparative purposes, results obtained after each of the three 
stages of the process are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
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Sa qara (Egypt).The proposed a proach has b en tested using 1785 hieroglyphs co responding to 
the proce sed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition proce s, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’s sign list [1] were used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inv ntory numb r, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name and dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, co responding to these 
cartouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes.
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T t i Sekhemkhet (III Dynasty) 
2 
 
Djed f-ra Djedefre (IV Dy asty) 
70 
 
Mn-kheper-ra Thutmose II (XV II Dynasty) 
72 
 
Mn-kheper-u-ra Thutmose IV (XV II Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb- at-ra Amenhotep II (XV II Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn- eht-y-ra Rame ses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Intermediate and final visual results of six images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Ramesses I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs 
ident fication 
      
Corresponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of e rors and standard deviations for the proce sed 
images. Because of the differences during the acquisition proce s and for comparative purposes, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph Dataset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for comparative purposes, results obtained after each of the thr e 
stages of the proce s are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
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Sa q ra (Egypt).The proposed a proac  has b en tested using 1785 hieroglyphs co responding to 
the proce sed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition proce s, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’  sign list [1] w re used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, conta ng: inventory n mber, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name an  dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, co responding to th se 
cartouches, are show  in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sekhe kh t ( II Dynast ) 
2 
 
Djed-f-ra Dj defre (I  Dynasty) 
70 
 
Mn-kh per-ra Thutmose III (XVIII Dynasty) 
72 
 
Mn-kh per-u-ra Thutmose IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb-m at-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Rame ses I ( IX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Int rmediate and final visual results of s x images. 
 Sekhemkhet Dj defre Thutmose I Thutmose IV Amenhotep I Rame ses I 
Or ginal 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs 
identification 
      
Co responding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of e ors and standar  deviations for the proce sed 
images. Because of the di f rences during the acquisition proce s and for comp rative purpo es, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph D taset in [5] 
are pr sented sep rately. Also for comp rative purpo es, results obtained after each of the thr e 
stages of the proce s are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
D taset [5] pr sented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
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Saq ara (Egypt).The proposed ap roach has be n tested using 1785 hieroglyphs corresponding to 
the processed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognit on process, 743 hieroglyphs 
fro  the ardiner’s sign list [1] ere used. Table 2 sho s infor ation related to so e of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inventory nu ber, carto che dra ing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal na e and dynasty of the king. Inter ediate and final visual results, corresponding to these 
cartouches, are sho n in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of sel cted cartouches for visualization purpose . 
bydos u ber Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal a e ( ynasty) 
17 
 
T-t i Sekhe khet (I  Dynasty) 
22 
 
Dj d-f ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty) 
70 
 
n-kheper- a Thut ose  (XV  Dynasty) 
72 
 
n-kheper-u-ra Thut ose IV (XV  Dynasty) 
73 
 
b- aat-ra enhotep  (XV  Dynasty) 
75 
 
n- eht-y ra Ra esse  I (XIX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Inter ediate and final visual results of six i ages. 
 Sekhe khet jedefre Thut ose  Thut ose IV A enhotep  Ra es e  I
l 
 
      
Edge det ction 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
ieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
ieroglyphs 
identif cation 
      
Co esponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of errors and standard deviations for the processed 
i ages. Because of the di erences during the acquis t on process and for co parative purposes, 
results obtained ith i ages fro  the bydos ing List and the Egyptian ieroglyph ataset in [5] 
are presented separately. lso for co parative purposes, results obtained after each of the thre  
stages of the process are displayed. I ages fro  the bydos ing List and Egyptian ieroglyph 
ataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This akes easier the localization 
e s rs , ,   f  
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Saqqara (Egypt).The proposed approach has been tested using 1785 hieroglyphs corresponding to 
the processed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition process, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’s sign list [1] were used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name and dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, corresponding to these 
cartouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouc  Phonetic Transliterati n Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sekhemkhet (III Dynasty) 
22 
 
Djed-f-ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty) 
70 
 
Mn-kheper-ra Thutmose III (XV  Dynasty) 
72 
 
Mn-kheper-u-ra Thutmose IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb-maat-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Ramesses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Intermediate and final visual results of six images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Ramesses I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs 
identification 
      
Corresponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of errors and standard deviations for the processed 
images. Because of the differences during the acquisition process and for comparative purposes, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph Dataset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for comparative purposes, results obtained after each of the three 
stages of the process are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
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a qara (Egypt).The proposed a proach has b en tested using 1785 hieroglyphs co responding to 
the proce sed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition proce s, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’s sign list [1] were used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartou hes, containing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name and dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, co responding to these 
cartouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number C rtouche Phonetic T ansliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sekhemkhet (III Dynasty) 
2 
 
Djed-f-ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty) 
70 
 
Mn-kheper-ra Thut ose III (XV II yn t ) 
72 
 
Mn-kheper-u-ra Thutmose IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb-m at-r  Amenh tep III (XVIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Rame ses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Intermediat  and final visual results of six images. 
 Sekhe khet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Rame ses I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs 
ident fication 
      
Corresponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of e rors and standard deviations for the proce sed 
images. Because of the differences during the acquisition proce s and for comparative purposes, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph Dataset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for comparative purposes, results obtained after each of the thr e 
stages of the proce s are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
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Sa q ra (Egypt).The proposed a proac  has b en tested using 1785 hieroglyphs co responding to 
the proce sed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition proce s, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’  sign list [1] w re used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, conta ing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name an  dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, co responding to th se 
cartouches, are show  in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purpo es. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Tra sliteration Royal Name (Dyn sty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sekhemkhet (III Dynasty) 
2 
 
Djed-f-ra Dj defre (IV Dynasty) 
70 
 
M -kh per-ra Thut ose III (XVIII Dynas y) 
72 
 
Mn-kh per u-ra Thutmose IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb-m at-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Ra e  I ( IX Dynasty) 
Table 3. I termediate and final visual results f s x images. 
 Sekhemkhet Dj defre Thutmose I Thutmose IV Amenhotep I Rame es I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs 
identification 
      
Co responding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of e ors and standar  deviations for the proce sed 
images. Because of the di f rences during the acquisition proce s and for comp rative purpo es, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph D taset in [5] 
are pr sented sep rately. Also for comp rative purpo es, results obtained after each of the thr e 
stages of the proce s are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
D taset [5] pr sented the cartouche conveniently orien ated. This makes easier the localization 
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Saq ara (Egypt). he proposed approach has be n tested using 1785 hieroglyphs corresponding to 
the processed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognit on process, 743 hieroglyphs 
fro  the ardiner’s sign list [1] ere used. able 2 sho s infor ation related to so e of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inventory nu ber, cartouche dra ing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal na e and dynasty of the king. Inter ediate and final visual results, corresponding to these 
cartouches, are sho n in able 3. 
Table 2. List of sel cted cartouches for visualization purposes. 
bydos u ber artouc  Phon tic Transliterati n oyal a e ( ynasty) 
17 
 
T-t i Sekhe khet (  ynasty) 
2  
 
jed-f ra jedefre (I  ynasty) 
70 
 
n-kheper-  Thut ose  (X  ynasty)
72 
 
n-kheper-u-ra Thut ose I  (X  ynasty) 
73 
 
b- a t-ra en otep  (X  ynasty) 
75 
 
-peht-y ra Ra esses I (XIX ynasty) 
Table 3. Inter edi te and final visual results of six i ages. 
 Sekhe khet jedefre Thut ose I  Thut ose I  enhotep I  Ra esses I
rig nal 
picture 
      
Edge det ction 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
ieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
ieroglyphs 
identif cation 
      
Cor esponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
able 4 displays the averaged percentage of errors and standard deviations for the processed 
i ages. Because of the dif erences during the acquis t on process and for co parative purposes, 
results obtained ith i ages fro  the bydos ing List and the Egyptian ieroglyph ataset in [5] 
are presented separately. lso for co parative purposes, results obtained after each of the thre  
stages of the process are displayed. I ages fro  the bydos ing List and Egyptian ieroglyph 
ataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. his akes easier the localization 
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Saqqara (Egypt).The proposed approach has been tested using 1785 hieroglyphs corresponding to 
the processed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition process, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’s sign list [1] were used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name and dynasty of he king. Intermediate and final visual results, corresponding to these 
cartouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sekhemkhet (III Dynasty) 
22 
 
Djed-f-ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty) 
70 
 
Mn-kheper-ra Thutm se III (XVIII Dy asty) 
72 
 
Mn-kheper-u-ra Thutmose IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb-maat-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Ramesses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Intermediate and final visual results of six images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Ramesses I 
Or g nal
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
artouche 
localization 
      
Hi roglyphs
extraction 
      
H roglyphs 
identification 
      
Corresp nding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of errors and standard deviations for the processed 
images. Because of the differences during the acquisition process and for comparative purposes, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph Dataset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for co parative purposes, results obtained after each of the three 
stages of the rocess are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
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Sa qara (Egypt).The proposed a proach has b en tested using 1785 hieroglyphs co responding to 
the proce sed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition proce s, 743 hieroglyp s 
from the Gardiner’s sig  list [1] were used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name and dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, co responding to these 
cartouches, a e how  in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sekhemkhet (III Dynasty) 
2 
 
Djed-f-ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty) 
70 
 
Mn-kheper-ra Thutmose III (XVIII Dynasty) 
72 
 
Mn-kheper-u-ra Thutmose IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb-m at-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dyn sty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Rame ses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Intermediate and final visual results of six images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Rame ses I 
Or ginal 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
C rtouc
localizati  
      
Hi oglyphs
extraction 
      
Hi roglyphs 
ident fication 
      
Cor esp nding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of e rors and standard deviations for the roce sed 
images. Because of the differences during the acquisitio  proce s and for comparative purposes, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptia  Hieroglyph Dataset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for co parative purposes, results obtained after each of the thr e 
stages of the proce s are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
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Sa q ra (Egypt).The proposed a proac  has b en tested using 1785 hieroglyphs co responding to 
the proce sed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognitio  proce s, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’  sign list [1] w re used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, conta ing: i ventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic tra sliteration, 
and ro al name an  dy asty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, co respo ding to th se 
cartouches, a e shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purpo es. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sekhemkhet (III Dynasty) 
2 
 
Djed-f-ra Dj defre (IV Dynasty) 
70 
 
Mn-kh per-ra Thutmose III (XVIII Dynast ) 
72 
 
Mn-kh per u-ra Thutmose IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb-m at-r  A enhot p III (XVIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Rame es I ( IX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Intermediate and final visual results of s x images. 
 Sekhemkhet Dj defre Thutmose I Thutmose IV Amenhotep I Rame es I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edg  detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs
identification 
      
Co esponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of e ors and standar  deviations for the proce sed 
images. Because of the di f rences during the acquisition proce s and for comp rative purpo es, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyp  D taset in [5] 
are pr sented sep rately. Also for co p rative purpo es, results obtained after each of the thr e 
stages of the proce s are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
D taset [5] pr sented the cartouche conveniently orien ated. This makes easier the localization 
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a ara ( t). e r se  a r ac  as e  teste  si  1785 ier l s c rres i  t  
t e r cesse  cart c es. r t e ali ati  f t e ier l  rec it  r cess, 743 ier l s 
fr  t e ar i er’s si  list [1] ere se . a le 2 s s i f r ati  relate  t  s e f t e 
e al ate  cart c es, c tai i : i e t r  er, cart c e ra i , etic tra sliterati , 
a  r al a e a  ast  f e i . I ter iate a  fi al is al res lts, c rres i  t  t ese 
cart c es, are s  i  a le 3. 
a le 2. ist of sel cte  carto c es for vis alizatio  r oses. 
y os er arto c e o etic ra sliteratio  oyal a e ( y asty) 
17 
 
-t i Sek e k et (I  y asty) 
22 
 
je -f ra je efre (I  y asty) 
70 
 
-k e er- a t e I  ( I  ynasty) 
72 
 
-k e er- -ra t ose I  ( I  y asty) 
73 
 
b- aat-ra e ote  I  ( I  y asty) 
75 
 
- e t-y ra a esses I ( I  y asty) 
a le 3. I ter e iate a  fi al vis al res lts of six i ages. 
 e e et je efre t ose I  t ose I  e ote  I  a esses I 
r g nal 
picture 
      
g  et ction 
      
c e
tion 
      
ie oglyphs 
extraction 
      
i roglyphs
i entification 
      
or espon ing 
cartouche 
   
 
  
a le 4 is la s t e a era e  erce ta e f err rs a  sta ar  e iati s f r t e r cesse  
i a es. eca se f t e if ere ces ri  t e ac is t  r cess a  f r c arati e r ses, 
res lts tai e  it  i a es fr  t e s i  ist a  t e tia  ier l  ataset i  [5] 
are rese te  se aratel . ls  f r c arati e r ses, res lts tai e  after eac  f t e t re  
sta es f t e pr cess are is la e . I a es fr  t e s i  ist a  tia  ier l  
ataset [5] rese te  t e cart c e c e ie tl  rie tate . is a es easier t e l calizati  
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Saqqara (Egypt).The posed approach has been tested usin  1785 hi oglyphs c rresponding to 
the pro ed car ouches. For the validati n of t  hieroglyph e ognition p cess, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gard ner’s sign li t [1] w r u ed. Table 2 sh ws informa i  r lated o some of the 
evaluated car ouc es, con aini g: inv nto y mbe , cartouc e drawing, phone c transliteration, 
and royal me and dy asty of th  k ng. I termed ate nd final visual result , c rresponding to these 
cart uches, re shown in Table 3. 
Tabl  2. List f s lected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos N mber Car ou he Phone c Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t-i Sek mkhet (III Dynasty) 
22 
 
Djed-f-ra Djedefre (IV Dynasty) 
70
 
Mn-k per-ra Thutmose III (XVIII Dynasty) 
72 
 
Mn-kheper- -ra Thutmose IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
73 
 
Nb-maat-ra Amenhotep III (XVIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-r  Rame es I (XIX Dynasty) 
Tabl 3. I termed ate nd final v sual results of six images. 
 Sekh mkhet Djed fr  Thut ose IV Amenhot p Ramesses I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs 
identification 
      
Corresponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Tabl  4 displ ys the averaged percent ge of erro s and s dard deviation  for the processed 
images. B caus  of the d fferenc s d r ng the a quisition p o ess nd for com arative purposes, 
r sul s obt in d with images from the Abydos King Lis  d th  Eg tian Hieroglyph Dataset in [5] 
ar  res nte  epa ately. Also for com arativ  p rp ses, r sul s obtai ed after each of the three 
stag  of t e process are displayed. Images fr m the Abydos Kin  L st and E tian Hieroglyph 
Datas t [5] presented the cartouche c nveni ntly or ent t d. Th s makes e s er the localization 
Hie oglyphs
extraction
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Saqqara (Egypt).The proposed approach has been tested using 1785 hieroglyphs corresponding to 
the processed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition process, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’s sign list [1] were used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name and dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, corresponding to these 
cartouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17
 
T-t i Sekh mkh t II yna y
22
 
Djed-f-ra Djedefr ( V Dynast ) 
0
 
ra II
2
 
Mn-kheper u Thutm s  IV (XVI  Dynasty) 
3
 
Nb maa ra Amenhot p I VIII st ) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Ramesses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Tabl  3. Interm diate and final visual res lts of six images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Ramesses I 
Or g nal
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
i roglyphs
extraction 
      
H roglyphs 
identification 
      
Corresp nding
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of errors and standard deviations for the processed 
images. Because of the differences during the acquisition process and for comparative purposes, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph Dataset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for co parative purposes, results obtained after each of the three 
stages of the process are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
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Sa qara (Egypt).The proposed a proach has b en tested using 1785 hieroglyphs co responding to 
the proce sed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition proce s, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’s sign list [1] were used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name and dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, co responding to these 
cartouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic ransliteration Royal Name (  
17
 
T t i Sekh mkh t (III Dynasty) 
2
 
Djed-f- a Djed fre  Dynasty) 
0
 
I
2
 
Mn-kheper u-ra Thutm s V
3
 
Nb m a Amenhot p VIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Rame ses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Intermediate and final visual res lts of six images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Rame ses I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
C rtouche
localization 
      
Hi ogly  
extracti  
      
Hi roglyphs 
ident fication 
      
Cor esp nding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of e rors and standard deviations for the proce sed 
images. Because of the differences during the acquisition proce s and for comparative purposes, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph Dataset in [5] 
are presented separately. Also for co parative purposes, results obtained after each of the thr e 
stages of the proce s are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
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Sa q ra (Egypt).The proposed a proac  has b en tested using 1785 hieroglyphs co responding to 
the proce sed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition proce s, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’  sign list [1] w re used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, conta ing: inventory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name an  dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, co responding to th se 
cartouches, are show  in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic ransliteration Royal Name ( y asty) 
17
 
T t i Sekh khet (III Dynasty) 
2
 
Dj -f Dj defre (I  Dynasty) 
0
 
Mn-kh pe II
2
 
Mn kh pe u-ra Thutm se V (  t ) 
3
 
Nb-m at  Ame hot p I  ( VIII D nasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Rame ses I ( IX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Intermediate and final visual res lts of s x images. 
 Sekhemkhet Dj d fre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Rame ses I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs
ident fication 
      
Co esponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged percentage of e ors and standar  deviations for the proce sed 
images. Because of the diff rences during the acquisition proce s and for comp rative purpo es, 
results obtained with images from the Abydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph D taset in [5] 
are pr sented sep rately. Also for co p rative purpo es, results obtained after each of the thr e 
stages of the proce s are displayed. Images from the Abydos King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
D taset [5] pr sented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
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q r  ( t). e r se  r c  s ee  teste  si   ier l s c res i  t  
t e r ce se  c rt c es. r t e li ti  f t e ier l  rec iti  r ce s,  ier l s 
fr  t e r i er’  si  list [ ] re se . le  s s i f r ti  rel te  t  s e f t e 
l te  c rt c es, c t i : i e t r  er, c rt c e r i , etic tr sliter ti , 
 r l e  st  f t e i . I ter e i te  fi l is l res lts, c res i  t  t se 
c rt c es, re s n i  le . 
a le 2. ist of s lecte  carto c es for is alizatio  r o es. 
s er art c e etic ra sliterati  al a e ( t ) 
17
 
-t i Se m et ( I ast ) 
2
 
j -f- a je fre I  ast ) 
0
 
- er-r  I a
2
 
e e -ra t s  
3
 
at e ot I I ( I y ast ) 
75 
 
- e t -ra a e es I ( I  ast ) 
a le 3. I ter e iate a  fi al is al res lts of six i a es. 
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Saq ara ( gy t). e ro ose  a roac  as be  teste  si g 1785 ierogly s corres o i g to 
t e rocesse  carto c es. For t e ali atio  of t e ierogly  rec g it o  rocess, 743 ierogly s 
fro  t e ar i er’s sig  list [1] ere se . a le 2 s s i for atio  relate  to so e of t e 
e al ate  carto c es, co tai i g: i e tory ber, carto c e ra i g, etic tra sliteratio , 
a  royal a e a  y asty of t e ki g. I ter e iate a  fi al is al res lts, corres o i g to t ese 
carto c es, are s o  i  able 3. 
able 2. List of sel cted cartouches for visualization purpose . 
bydos u ber artouche Phonetic ransliteration oyal a e ( ynasty) 
17
 
T-t i Sekh khet
22
 
jed-f ra jed fr   ynast ) 
0
 
- - a 
2
 
n-kheper u-r  Thut s  I ( I  st ) 
3
 
b aat-ra enhot p  ( I  Dynasty) 
75 
 
n-peht-y ra a esse  I ( I  ynasty) 
able 3. Int r ediate and final visual res lts f ix i ages. 
 Sekhe khet jedefre hut ose I  hut ose I  enhotep I  a esse  I
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picture 
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able 4 is lays t e a erage  erce tage of errors a  sta ar  e iatio s for t e rocesse  
i ages. eca se of t e if ere ces ri g t e acq is t o  rocess a  for co arati e r oses, 
res lts obtai e  it  i ages fro  t e by os i g ist a  t e gy tia  ierogly  ataset i  [5] 
are rese te  se arately. lso for co arati e r oses, res lts obtai e  after eac  of t e t re  
stages of t e rocess are is laye . I ages fro  t e by os i g ist a  gy tia  ierogly  
ataset [5] rese te  t e carto c e co e ie tly orie ta e . is akes easier t e localizatio  
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Saqqa a (Egyp ).The proposed appro ch has b en test d using 1785 hier glyph  corresponding to 
the proc ssed cartouc es. For he validation of the hi roglyph rec gnition p ocess, 743 hie oglyp s 
from th  G diner’s sig  list [1] wer  used. Ta l  2 sh ws info m tion relat d to some of the 
evaluated c rtouch s, con aining: inventory number, c rtouche dr wing, ph n tic tra sliteration, 
and oyal nam  and dy asty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, corresponding to these 
cartouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic Transliteration Royal Name (Dynasty) 
17 
 
T-t i Sekh mkh t (III a t ) 
22 
 
Djed-f-ra Djedefr ( V Dynasty) 
0 
 
ra t  III ( III t ) 
2 
 
Mn-kheper-u Thutm s  IV (XVIII Dynasty) 
3 
 
Nb maat-ra Am nhot p I I ( VIII y asty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht-y-ra Ramesses I (XIX Dynasty) 
Tabl  3. Int rm diate and final visual res l s f ix images. 
 Sekhemkhet Djedefre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Ramesses I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hi roglyphs 
extraction 
      
i roglyphs 
i entification 
      
Corresponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 di plays  av aged p rce tag  of error  and standard eviation  fo  th  r ces d 
image . Becaus  of e diff rences during the acquisitio  proc ss and for comparative pu poses, 
results obtain  with images fr m th  Abyd s King List and the Egyp i n Hieroglyph Datas  in [5] 
are pr en d eparately. Al o for co parative purposes, re ults obtained after each of th  three 
st ge  of the roce s are displayed. Images from the Abydos King Lis  n  Egyptian Hieroglyph 
Dataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This makes easier the localization 
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Sa q ra (Egypt).The proposed a proac  has b en tested using 1785 hieroglyphs co responding to 
the proce sed cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recognition proce s, 743 hieroglyphs 
from the Gardiner’  sign list [1] were used. Table 2 shows information related to some of the 
evaluated cartouches, conta ing: inve tory number, cartouche drawing, phonetic transliteration, 
and royal name an  dynasty of the king. Intermediate and final visual results, co responding to th se 
cartouches, are shown in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purpo es. 
Abydos Number Cartouche Phonetic ransliteration Royal Name ( st ) 
17
 
T t i Sekh mkhet (III Dynasty) 
2
 
Dj d f-  Dj d fre (I  Dynasty) 
0
 
Mn-kh per II
2
 
Mn kh pe u-ra Thutm s V
3
 
Nb-m at Amenhot p I ( VIII Dynasty) 
75 
 
Mn-peht y-ra Rames es I ( IX Dynasty) 
Table 3. Int rmediate and final visual results of six imag s. 
 Sekhemkhet Dj defre Thutmose III Thutmose IV Amenhotep III Rames es I 
Original 
picture 
      
Edge detection 
      
Cartouche 
localization 
      
Hieroglyphs 
extraction 
      
Hieroglyphs
identification 
      
Co esponding 
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the average  percentage of e ors and standard deviations for the proce sed 
images. Because of the diff rences during the acquisition proce s and for com rative purpo es, 
results obtained with images from the bydos King List and the Egyptian Hieroglyph D taset in [5] 
are pr sented sep rately. Also for co p rative purpo es, results obtained after each of the thr e 
stages of the proce s are displayed. Images from the Aby os King List and Egyptian Hieroglyph 
D taset [5] pr sented the cartouche conveniently orien ated. This makes easier the localization 
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Sa qara ( gy t). e ro se  a roac  as b  t ste  si g 1785 ierogly  co res o i g to 
t e roc se  carto c es. For t e vali atio  of t e ierogly  rec g iti  roc s, 743 ierogly s 
fro  t  i er’  sig  list [1] re se . abl  2 s o s i for atio  r lat  to so  of t e 
eval ate  carto c es, co tai i g: i ve tory b r, carto c e r i g, tic tra sliteratio , 
 royal e a  y asty of t e ki g. I t r e iate a  fi al vis al res lts, co res o i g to t ese 
carto c es, are s o  i  able 3. 
able 2. List of selected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
bydos u ber artouche Phonetic Transliteration oyal a e ( ynasty) 
17
 
T t i Sekh kh t ( II Dynasty) 
2
 
jed-f- a jed fre  ynasty) 
0
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2
 
n-kheper u-ra Thut s     
3
 
b a  nhot p II ynasty) 
75 
 
n-peht-y-ra a e es I ( I  ynasty) 
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Sa qara (Egypt).The prop sed a pro ch has b en tested using 1785 hieroglyphs co res nding to 
the proce se  cartouches. For the validation of the hieroglyph recogn ti  proce s, 743 hier glyp s 
fro  the ardiner’s sig  list [1] re used. Ta le 2 sh s infor ation related to so e of the 
evaluated cartouches, containing: inve tory nu ber, cartouche dra ing, ph netic tra sliteration, 
and royal na e an  dy asty of the ki g. Inter ediate and final visual results, co responding to these 
cartouches, are sho n in Table 3. 
Table 2. List of s lected cartouches for visualization purposes. 
bydos u ber artouche Phonetic ransliteration oyal a e ( ast ) 
17 
 
T t i Sekh khet (  ynasty) 
2 
 
j d f-r  jed f e I  ynas y) 
70 
 
n-kh e Thu o e  (  y asty) 
72 
 
n khepe u-ra Thut s   (  st ) 
73 
 
b at-  enhot p  (  ynasty) 
75 
 
n-peht-y-ra Ra e ses I (XIX ynasty) 
Table 3. Int r diate and final visual res lts f six i ag s. 
 Sekhe khet jedefre Thut ose II Thut ose I  enhotep II Ra e ses I 
r ginal
picture 
      
Edge d tection 
      
C rtouche
localization 
      
ie oglyphs 
extraction 
      
i roglyphs 
ident fication 
      
r  
cartouche 
   
 
  
Table 4 displays the averaged perce tage of e rors a d standar  eviati ns for the roce sed 
i ages. Because of the differences during the acqu s tio  proce s and for c parative purposes, 
results obtained ith i ages fr  the bydos ing List and the Egyptia  ieroglyp  taset in [5] 
re presented separ tely. lso for co parative purposes, results obtaine  after e ch of the thr e 
st ges of the proce s are displayed. I ages fro  the bydos ing List and Egyptian ieroglyph 
ataset [5] presented the cartouche conveniently orientated. This akes easier the localization 
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sults in d with im fr m h A d s Kin Li t n th E pt Hi r l p D s in [ ]
r prese t t l . Al o for comp r tive pur os , result obtained fter each of he three stag s
of th proc ss ar display . Images fr th Abyd s K g Lis a d Egyp ia H oglyph D tas [5]
presented the cartouche conveniently orie tated. This makes asier the localization proc ss as one can
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see from the obtained results. The rest of images used in this experiment do not present the cartouche
individually. For this reason, the localization process of the cartouche in the image becomes more
difficult than the previous one. Nevertheless, the average rate of success is 89.5. For the whole set of
images used in this work, the average rate of success of the localization process is 95.4. Furthermore,
the proposed localization process is also valid to recognize some other elements, such as stonemason’s
marks as can be seen in Figure 13.
Table 4. Average rate of success and standard deviations obtained through the proposed three-
stage method.
% σ
Stage 1. Localization process 95.4 0.4
Abydos King List dataset 100 -
Egyptian Hieroglyph Dataset [5] 96.3 0.3
Rest of images 89.5 0.9
Stage 2. Extraction and identification process 87.1 1.4
Abydos King List dataset 92.8 1.1
Egyptian Hieroglyph Dataset [5] 84.2 1.6
Rest of images 83.4 1.5
Stage 3. Recognition process 92.3 0.9
Abydos King List dataset 100 -
Egyptian Hieroglyph Dataset [5] 92.7 1.2
Rest of images 84.1 1.5
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Figure 13. The location process applied to search for stonemason’s marks. 
The average rate of success obtained with the second stage (extraction and identification process) 
is 87.1. It outperforms the hieroglyphs recognition approach described in [5].  
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 14. The effects of time, exposure and even vandalism make the recognition process difficult. 
Bad preservation of hieroglyphs is the most probably cause of error increase. In fact, the majority 
of the hieroglyphics that have survived until the present day have suffered the effects of time, 
weather exposure and even vandalism (Figure 14 shows a set of cartouches).  
The last stage of the method and the most important one is the recognition process. In this case, 
the average rate of success reached with the proposed method is 92.3. Although some hieroglyphs 
Figure 13. The location process applied to search for stonemason’s marks: (a–d) original images;
(e–h) localization process results.
The average rate of success obtained with the second stage (extraction and identification process)
is 87.1. It outperforms the hieroglyphs recognition approach described in [5].
Bad preservation of hieroglyphs is the most probably cause of error increase. In fact, the majority
of the hieroglyphics that have survived until the present day have suffered the effects of time, weather
exposure and even vandalism (Figure 14 shows a set of cartouches).
The last stage of the method and the most important one is the recognition process. In this case,
the average rate of success reached with the proposed method is 92.3. Although some hieroglyphs
were not properly identified at second stage, it did not affect the recognition process because it took
into account the whole hieroglyphs of the cartouche (see the results of Sekhemkhet and Amenhotep III
cartouches in Table 3). Thus, properly id ntifi d hieroglyphs favor the recognition f the cartouche to
the detriment of not acceptably identified hieroglyphs.
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Figure 13. The location process applied to search for stonemason’s marks. 
The average rate of success obtained with the second stage (extraction and identification process) 
is 87.1. It outperforms the hieroglyphs recognition approach described in [5].  
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 14. The effects of time, exposure and even vandalism make the recognition process difficult. 
Bad preservation of hieroglyphs is the most probably cause of error increase. In fact, the majority 
of the hieroglyphics that have survived until the present day have suffered the effects of time, 
weather exposure and even vandalism (Figure 14 shows a set of cartouches).  
The last stage of the method and the most important one is the recognition process. In this case, 
the average rate of success reached with the proposed method is 92.3. Although some hieroglyphs 
Figure 14. The effects of time, exposure and even vandalism make the recognition process difficult: (a)
Khufu’s cartouche; (b) Neferkahor’s cartouche; (c) Qakare Ibi’s cartouche.
The proposed method is able to increase the quantity of hieroglyphs without having the necessity
of a training process. Low quality images produce errors in the recognition because of noise. In that
case, the same hieroglyph with different changes may be introduced to reduce the error. Common
methods to recognize Latin texts were revised but do not work well when there is noise in the image.
Therefore, it is difficult to extract the regions, calculate descriptors or moments and use decision-making
methods as proposed in previous works [12,13].
One advantage of the proposed method is that the color of hieroglyphs and background can be
homogeneous. Besides this proposal avoids the problem of hieroglyphs that cannot be detected with
threshold. Previous works revised at Section 1 have considered threshold as the base to extract regions
of interest.
An initial drawback of this method was processing time. Nevertheless, to solve this issue some
modifications could be considered. To calculate the orientation, a table containing all of them was
created. This increases the speed of processing. Several threads can be used to look for each hieroglyph.
4. Conclusions
This work presents an automatic method for hieroglyph deciphering that has been conceived
to segment and identify the Egyptian characters contained in a cartouche. The proposed three-stage
method takes into account several parameters, like the distance between points, and the orientation
and the continuity of the edges. Although other techniques have been examined and applied to
similar problems, this method has proven to be insensitive to the intensity and the completeness of the
objects as well as variable lighting conditions. Promising results have been obtained from this study,
delivering good results in terms of image analysis and Egyptian characters’ identification.
Aiming to deliver a new strategy for enriching the experience of users visiting a museum, this
method can be combined with a positioning system. According to the approach presented in [31],
a combination of sensors of different nature, such as RGD-B cameras and WiFi positioning systems
(as shown in Figure 15), are employed to accurately locate users in an interior environment. Every
access points (i.e., routers) spread in the facilities sends wireless signals that are received by the portable
devices—usually smartphones—carried out by users. The Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) in
each point is used to estimate the position of people in the museum. The identification of 3D skeletons
by means of RGB-D cameras is combined with WPS data, making more precise this positioning.
RGB-D sensor used is based on a time-of-flight technology (ToF), Kinect v2. This device delivers up
to 2 MPx images (1920 × 1080) at 30 Hz and 0.2 MPx depth maps with a resolution of 512 × 424 pixels.
This Kinect camera is connected to a web server where data is saved and processed. The horizontal
field of view of the RGB-D sensor is 70 degrees so it is only able to detect people in a section of the
room. This section has a size of 3.71 × 3.71 m.
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Figure 15. Components of the system. 
Although some trials have been already carried out in a controlled environment, the test of the 
whole infrastructure under more complex and variable circumstances will be performed in the near 
future, mounting the positioning system in a real gallery with several people visiting the room. 
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Figure 15. Components of the system.
On t e ot er hand, the cellphones employed for localization are also used to take pictur s of the
objects where the hieroglyphs are written. The processing of these pictures is detailed in this paper.
Although some trials have been already carried out in a controlled nvironme t, t test of the
whole infrastructure under more complex and variable circumstances will be performed in the near
future, mounting the positioning system in a real gallery with seve al people visiting the room.
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